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Fermi in the MW and MM era
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Figure 7: Fermi fills a unique part of the electromagnetic spectrum, especially vital in the coming years as new or
enhanced facilities (bold outlined) come online presenting new opportunities in cooperation with Fermi.

Spherical radio Telescope (FAST, Sec. II.2.4) that594

are coming on line, will continue to discover new595

pulsars using this technique, because a radio pulsar596

can be bright even if its �-ray pulsar counterpart is597

faint. Twenty-seven pulsars found using LAT598

sources as targets have now been added to599

pulsar timing arrays. This is nearly twice as many600

as were being used at the time of the 2016 Senior Re-601

view, and based on the steady rate of discoveries (see602

Sec. II.2.4) we can expect several more to be found603

per year.604

Using 5.5 years of LAT data, combined605

with advanced pulse-searching methods, the Ein-606

stein@Home5 distributed computing project was re-607

cently able to reveal two new millisecond pulsars in608

5
https://einsteinathome.org/

blind searches of LAT data, and one of these was the 609

first radio-quiet millisecond pulsar [32]. Although 610

the Einstein@Home project was able to accumulate 611

the equivalent of 10,000 years of CPU time, this 612

computing power still required enough detected � 613

rays to make this discovery. The pulse profile of the 614

radio-quiet pulsar is shown in Fig. 9. Upcoming 615

studies will be searching for other exotic �-ray pul- 616

sars, completing the third pulsar catalog, and com- 617

paring detailed observational results to recent three- 618

dimensional pulsar models that advance our knowl- 619

edge of pulsar magnetospheric physics, such as [33]. 620

II.2.3 AGN Periodicity from Binary Black 621

Hole Systems? 622

Finding binary supermassive black hole systems 623

is a key test of the hierarchical model of galaxy 624
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In the first 2 runs (O1&O2) of LIGO/
VIRGO 11 GW events announced: 

10 BBH (e.g. GW150914)
1 BNS (GW170817) → electromagn. 
counterpart detected!!! 

Now O3 is running (1 year from April  
1st 2019), 14 candidates found:

12 BBH, 1 BNS, 1 NSBH →    
no electromagn. counterpart found

Search for GW counterpart
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Strategy for Fermi-LAT searches of the em counterpart: 
Automated full sky searches of transients 
Specific searches in the LIGO contours 
Pipelines to quick alert the community

16 May 20194

Gravitational Waves

11 GW events  - LIGO/VIRGO 
Collaboration - >rst two 

observing runs (O1, O2): 
● 10 BH - BH: e.g. GW150914 

(2017 Nobel prize); 
● 1 NS -NS: GW170817;

O3 (from 1 April 2019, for 1 year) 
– so far 8 candidates: 
5 BH-BH, 2 NS-NS, 1 Terrestrial 
→ analysis is ongoing!

Gravi Gamma Waves, Rocca di Sant’Apollinare
 Burst Advocate 

shifts
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Estimate of the LAT sensitivity

Flux threshold corresponding to the GRB detection (galactic coordinates)

Higher Hux near 
the galactic disk 
and center

Gravi Gamma Waves, Rocca di Sant’Apollinare
 

Automated Fermi pipeline searches for high-energy gamma emission:
Run an independent likelihood analysis for each pixel of the LV contour, testing 
for the presence of a new source at the center of the pixel 
In case of non-detection, compute a global Bayesian upper bound for the flux

LAT sensitivity estimation (with 1 master + 2 bachelor students):
Starting from the real Fermi's position and orientation in the time interval 
around the GW event, estimate the flux threshold corresponding to a GRB 
detection @ ~5 sigma (TS=25)

LAT sensitivity estimation
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1 - Two classes of sources

sPLE is excluded at 99.8% CL  
(estimation from Δχ2  distribution evaluated with MC)

α = 2.55 ± 0.23 
β = 1.86 ± 0.15

Goal:  Understand the nature of the two populations

Interpretation of the anisotropy energy spectrum: 
Hints about the presence of two classes of sources                                                                    
→ GOAL: understand the nature of the two populations                                            
(w/ M.Regis, N.Fornengo, Ando)

Energy cutoff: constrain the redshift distribution of                                       
unresolved BL-Lacs (w/ M.Regis, N.Fornengo, A.Paggi, F.Massaro) 

Dipole in the EGB (Extragalactic Gamma-ray Background)
MOTIVATION: anomalous dipole term in radio, not consistent with expectations 
Measure the amplitude and direction of the dipole term in the EGB and 
compare it to the prediction (w/ S.Maldera, R.Bonino, M.Regis, M. Ajello)

PWN low diffusion haloes (w/ M. Di Mauro) 

Auto-correlation of simulated catalogs (w/ M. Ajello)

UGRB/EGB: new projects
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Supervision of DQM activity and DQM shifts

Support to data handling and processing

Production of the Instrument Response Functions

DQM and data processing
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S. Maldera              FERMI-LAT coll. meeting                Bled, 14 March 2019

            n. alarms/ n. runs ( in one day)

Alarms vs time

TOO PNV 
J11261220 -6531086

TOO Crab

first runs after LAT 
restart

Simone Maldera



Galactic γ-ray sources:
SuperNova Remnant analysis:

J1912: joint Fermi-MAGIC analysis almost completed
J1534 and J1614: ongoing analysis

Image deconvolution for the analysis of extended                                 
sources to map the emission in different wavelengths

Unidentified/unassociated γ-ray sources 
(in 4FGL catalog ~5100 sources: 1525 are unassociated):

optical spectroscopic campaign of blazar candidate, 
potential counterparts of unidentified/unassociated γ-ray 
sources (285/300 classified as blazars)
during one of these campaign the optical counterpart 
of GW170817 has been observed!!!

Other projects
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Outreach

Alternanza scuola-lavoro

!1010th Fermi Anniversary
Masterclass



Outreach: “Segnali dal cosmo”
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